This Catalog from HieroGraphics Books and Hemp Earth Art Has
Gift Ideas for Books and Card Decks Created by Julia L. Wright.
All of the items seen here are in limited quantities at my home.
Available for contactless pick-up at my home in Manitou Springs.
Or shipped to any address for the price listed on their page.
The books are also available on Amazon.com.

To PURCHASE an item in either of the catalogs, or if you have some questions,
SEND an email to this address: essentialoils@gmail.com

I can accept payments in many ways, including by check or cash.
To use a credit card you can make a payment using my PayPal account at:
hierographicsbooksllc@gmail.com
If you have a PayPal account it is simple to send payments to another PayPal account using an email.
If you don’t use PayPal, I can send an invoice from mine that will process credit cards there.

FYI: All items have sales tax included in them and will be treated as a “home sale” whether picked up,
delivered or shipped.
This is the simplest way for me to handle all the sales and I do pay my sales tax through the state each
year using my HieroGraphics business account.
These items are specially priced for this Holiday Catalog Sale and will be available until they are sold out
at this time.
The card decks, the books and some other items are in my ETSY shop at full price. In my shop at
etsy.com/shop/Fantafaces you will also find my feather masks and a few of my metal art prints for sale there.

Below are some of the links to the books on Amazon.com for future reference or if I run out of
them at my home. If you find one of my books there and click on my name as author, other books of
mine, and strangely, some by other people also, will show up.
Both of the “Chipmunk Coloring and Activity Book” and the “Squirrel Coloring and Activity
Book” are now only available on amazon before the holidays.
https://www.amazon.com/Squirrel-Coloring-Activity-Book-Searches/dp/0996581669/
https://www.amazon.com/Chipmunk-Coloring-Activity-Book-Searches/dp/0996581650/
If you need a Zodiac 30 Week Journal for one of the Signs I have sold out of here, try one of these
searches: “Zodiac 30 week journal julia L Wright” or “Zodiac 30 week journal HieroGraphics Books”.
Or start using one of these links and click on my author name to find more.
https://www.amazon.com/GEMINI-ZODIAC-WEEK-JOURNAL-Inspirational/dp/1796457744/
https://www.amazon.com/CANCER-ZODIAC-WEEK-JOURNAL-Inspirational/dp/179645916X/

The other catalog that was attached in the previous email has other types of items with my art
imprinted upon them.
There are 2 styles of reusable Bags: Jute Bags that have messages relating to Hemp and Bags with
beautiful art or with messages to read paired with art. A few of my matted prints celebrating Rockey and
our beautful Colorado.
Plus there are four styles of white ceramic mugs with images paired with messages.
And my https://www.hempearthart.com/ store has many more items such as t-shirts,
tumblers, pillows, baby onesies and more that can be printed with many different bits of my art,
but no guarantee when they will be shipped as the holiday season is in full swing now.

Journals have black and white interiors and sell for $15.00 each, including tax.
These 6” x 9” books can be shipped for $5.00, or two to one address for $6.00.

All of the 6” x 9” journals start with introductory pages with information
to help inspire you to use them.
There are prompts about what to write about and areas to journal and sketch.
These journals are not just pretty covers with blank pages inside.
Sample pages are seen next to or below their covers.

The Monthly Dream Journal works best for those who are just beginning to interpret
their dreams. The 12 Week Dream Journal works best for more advanced dreamers.

Be aware, I only have 1 of each of the Zodiac Signs at my home.

These 6” x 9” Weekly Planners have dual purposes.
You can use them to keep track of your weekly plans and do some journaling.
The sample pages are similar to how they look in each planner.
Images in both types of planners are matched with inspirational quotes.
All start with 2 pages with a year at a glance calendar and places to keep track of important dates.
Each one ends with a shorter version of the pages for January 2021.
Each month starts with a large image, then the 2 page spreads for weekly pages start on Monday.
The “Garden Flowers Planner” has beautiful flower at the beginning of each month and more
sprinkled throughout the planner. It has areas to write up or sketch ideas for your garden and
places to note tasks to get done to create a beautiful garden.
The “Reflections Planner” images of Nature reflected in water to contemplate and find peace.
It can be used to set goals for the year, and track how you progress each week.
This one comes in either full color, or a black and white version of the same images.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Color Planner are $25.00 each & the BW Reflections is $15.00, including tax.
Any 6” x 9” book can be shipped for $5.00, or two to one address for $6.00.

These 6” x 9” books about tree squirrels and ground squirrels are filled with colorful images of
these adorable wild creatures. They are fun to read. Each book will teach kids about the life of
squirrels around the world and help then add some new words to their vocabulary.
Any 6” x 9” book can be shipped for $5.00, or two to one address for $6.00.

Sadly, neither of the Coloring and Activity Books are available at my home until after Christmas.
If you ordered copies on Amazon, they will have a good chance to arrive before the holiday.

I have created many styles of bridge card sized playing card decks.
Each deck sells for $16.00.
One deck can be shipped for $5.00, or 2 decks for $6.00 to one address.
Or one or two decks can be shipped with a 6” x 9” journal
for $6.00 to the same address.

The card decks on this page were created for children to make playing games such as
“Concentration” or “Go Fish” more enjoyable than if using a deck with just numbers.
It will be much more fun to ask, “Do you have any columbines?” instead of “Got any tens?”
And the visual distiction of the wildflowers or Nature images makes “Concentration” easier for
younger children to enjoy playing and will increase their memory.
Girls particularly enjoy playing with the ones that have images of wildflowers.
While boys seem to prefer the deck that with Nature images of things you might see on a hike.
They include a tiny card with instructions on how to play the games and a link to web site to
download an easier to read set of instructions for these games and one more game played in the past.

“Wildflowers Besides a Brick Wall”

“Take A Hike”

“Wildflowers Among the Aspens”

Many people who saw the kid’s versions of the wildflower decks asked me to create one
they could play all types of card games with that required numbers, the royal family and jokers.
So I created a numbered deck with wildflowers, and that was the beginning of this series of
numbered card decks with different images.
The Garden Flower deck pictured here may have a few different flowers, as I started it with this
same size of numbers as on the other decks, then had a request for a deck with larger numbers.
In the future, all the decks I create will have larger numbers, but most now have numbers in the
corners the size most playing decks use. But without the numbers inside, but have been told they are
not as easy for older folks to read, even with glasses.
Kids of all ages love playing with the “Squirrel Numbered Card Deck” to have more fun images
that will make everyone smile.
The “Garden of the Gods” deck is the perfect reminder of why you live in Colorado or as a
memory for visitors who live far away.

If you, or someone you know collects unique card decks, consider adding one of these to that
collection this holliday season.

“Garden Flower Numbered Deck”

“Garden of the Gods Numbered Deck”

“Garden Flower Numbered Deck”

“Squirrels Numbered Card Deck”

I created 2 styles of Tarot sized card decks have 36 different cards in each deck.
Each deck sells for $16.00.
They can be shipped for $5.00.
Or one deck and a 6” x 9” journal can be shipped togehter
for $6.00 to the same address.

One is based on Gratitude Quotes and has beautiful images found in Nature.
Expressing gratitude on a daily basis is one way to change attitude to a very positive way of
thinking which will change your outlook on life.
These quotes are the same ones found in the “Gratitude Journal” and work well together to carry
with you for the week you are focusing on such a positive thought.

The other deck has colorized images of sand that I photographed on Oregon
beaches. They have marblize look to them. Each one has a positive affirmation to
begin your day. The back of each card has the phrase you might want to focus on
before reading the card for that day.
“This or something Better, now manifest for me in a totally satisfying
and harmonious ways for the highest good for all concerned.”

One more book that may interest folks in the Pikes Peak Region that have
memories of the Waldo Canyon Fire in 2012 and floods that plagued the region in 2013.
It is 260 pages filled with the history of these events and color images taken my
myself and other friends. So it is not a small book, and will sell from my home at
$30.00 or online and at Commonwheel, it is $39.97.
One friend shared images that he was able to capture from his balcony miles away
from the Waldo Canyon fire from its start and for many days as it burned .
The book talks about how the communities came together to restore the areas that
were harmed by fire or flooding. It also has stories from people that the flooding
affected them in many ways.
At the end, there are sections about how to prepare for experiencing, and surviving
a natural disaster you might find yourself facing at some future time.
https://www.amazon.com/Lessons-Colorado-Fires-Flood-Encouraging/dp/0996581642/

